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Abstract. In this study we introduce three daylight colored spectra,
i.e. spectra with correlated color temperatures near 6500K, for improved
color discrimination. This property has been estimated by the volume of
the object color solid in a nearly uniform color space based on the DIN99d
color difference formula. Three optimized spectra produce about 11% -
13% larger volume than the standard D65 illuminant which simulates
natural daylight and improve especially the red-green color discrimina-
tion. The optimal spectra are the result of similar optimization processes,
but differ in shapes, except the common gap in light power in the region
570 nm - 610 nm.

Keywords: Illuminants, Lighting, Color Solids, Color Vision, Color Dis-
crimination.

1 Introduction

White light illumination technology is experiencing historical changes. Different
incandescent and halogen lamps begin to be part of history. The period of differ-
ent energy saving lamps is probably going to be relatively short. Light emitting
diode (LED) technology is developing quickly and will replace them in very near
future. The advantages of LED illumination compared to energy saving lamps
and other older technologies is higher energy-efficiency, instant full power after
switch on and longer predicted lifetime. Modern LEDs are available in differ-
ent spectral shapes and numerous wavelengths and their different combinations
enable almost any spectral power distribution (SPD). Due to great tunability
possibilities of LED sources, we investigate here whether is it possible to im-
prove the color discrimination of the daylight colored white light illumination by
optimizing the shape of the SPD.

The color discrimination ability of the human visual system can be under-
stood as an equal-spaced grid in a uniform color space, where two neighboring
grid points represents two just distinguishable colors and it is not possible to
distinct the difference between two color stimulus, if the Euclidian distance be-
tween them is less than the grid spacing. The change of the illuminant will change
the locations of object colors in the color space, but the grid and grid spacing
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describing the threshold value of the color discrimination stay unchanged. An
illuminant improves color discrimination if all object colors under the illuminant
spread evenly into a larger volume in the color space. Thus, the color discrim-
ination ability of an illuminant can be measured by the size of the volume of
the object color solid (OCS) [1,2], which includes all possible object colors under
the illuminant. The conventional color rendering index (CRI)[3] measures how
unchangeable the locations of eight color samples stay under the test illuminant
in the CIE 1964 U∗V∗W∗ color space compared to the locations under the ref-
erence illuminant. In contrast, the color discrimination related results presented
in this publication are based to 229685 color spectra.

2 Theory and Method

The method for calculating the volume of the OCS (or the number of discernible
colors) is described in authors’ previous publication [4]. In this method the OCS
is divided into thin layers perpendicular to lightness axis. The interval between
two neighboring layers is one unit. In each layer locations of the outermost
sample points define the outer boundary restricting the area of possible object
colors. The volume of OCS is defined by summing the areas in all layers together.
Before calculation the volume, the illumination spectrum and selected reference
spectrum are both normalized to same luminance, Y = 100.

The previous estimates of the SPD for optimal color discrimination are based
on the CIE (u,v)-chromaticity diagram [5] and CIELAB color space [2,6]. In
this study we have used a more uniform color space based on the DIN99d color
difference formula [7]. It is planned to be uniform or equally-spaced when the
reflecting objects are illuminated by daylight. For this reason, the standard D65
illuminant is used as a reference illuminant (or reference white) in all calculations.
If the tested light source was different in color compared with daylight, it would
produce a different adaptation to the visual system and in such case calculations
should be corrected by using one of the existing adaptation models [8]. When the
color of the light is kept similar to the daylight, by using restrictions during the
optimization of the optimal illuminant spectrum, calculated results are reliable
and there is no need to use adaptation models.

If the outer boundaries of the OCS were based on the optimal color spectra (or
so called MacAdam limits) [9,10] having only two possible values of reflectance,
one or zero, an illuminant with sharp narrow peaks would map majority of the
corresponding colors into the corners of the OCS and there would be too few
points in the intermediate layers to estimate the volume reliably; this is especially
true for RGB-LEDs and -lasers. It results from the fact that one narrow peak of
a spectrum produces practically only two possible values when it is modulated
with two possible values of the optimal color spectrum. So, three completely
monochromatic peaks would produce only eight (23) different colors, meaning
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that all possible optimal color spectra would map into eight accumulation points
in the color space. This problem can be solved, if the optimal color spectra are
replaced by their smooth versions [4]. These spectra produce more variety in
values and the points spread more evenly all over the color space, producing
enough points for each layer. The use of the smooth reflectance curves is also
a step towards a more realistic modeling of the reflecting properties of colored
surfaces.

Our optimization method has two different versions: Wavelengths are altered
in ascending order or in descending order, later in text these two versions are
abbreviated as AV and DV. The description given below can be applied for the
both versions. Optimization method is an iterative process, which starts from a
certain initial spectrum. The maximum value of the initial spectrum is scaled to
unity. In each step of the process 21 different versions of the spectrum are formed
from its previous version by varying the value of one wavelength channel, S(λi),
in range from S(λi)− 0.5 to S(λi)+ 0.5 with constant intervals (middle point of
the range corresponds the original spectrum). Spectra with negative values are
discarded. Next we have defined the volume of the OCS V and chroma difference
ΔC with respect to a selected reference white (standard D65) for each spectra.
The version that maximizes

V − (ΔC)4 (1)

is chosen for further processing. During the next step of the optimization process
new 21 spectra are formed from the previously chosen spectrum by varying its
next wavelength channel, S(λi+1) and similar calculation process is repeated
again.

The spectra used in optimization have wavelength range from 380 to 780 nm
with 5 nm intervals. In the AV wavelengths are selected in order λ1 = 380nm,
λ2 = 585nm, λ3 = 385nm, λ4 = 590nm etc. and generally formulated

λi = {380 + [1 + (−1)i]× 100 + floor(
i

2
)× 5} nm, (2)

i = 1, . . . , 81. In the DV wavelengths are selected in opposite order, starting
from 380nm, 580nm, 780nm, 575nm, 775nm etc. After each cycle, when all 81
wavelength channels have been processed in above mentioned order(s), the size
of the range in which the value of a wavelength channel is varied is decreased by
5%. The optimization process continues until it is terminated after 30 cycles.

The consecutive wavelengths defined by Eq. (2) correspond roughly opponent
hues, thus each time when the value of a wavelength channels is changed, its
opponent hue will be adjusted next. Such alternation balances the optimization
process and keeps color of the light more static.

3 Results

Table 1 shows relative values of the volume of the OCS for the standard D65
illuminant, standard E illuminant (equal energy radiator), RGB-LED, having
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Table 1. The volume of OCS and CRI calculated for the standard D65 illuminant,
standard E illuminant (equal energy radiator), RGB-LED and RGB-laser respectively

Illuminant Volume Relative (%) CRI

D65 460321 100% 100
E 453602 99% 95

RGB-LED 471009 102% 33
RGB-laser 411388 89% 24

center points of the peaks in 465 nm, 525 nm, 640 nm, and RGB-laser, hav-
ing peaks in 446 nm, 532 nm, 628 nm, respectively. Proportional heights of the
peaks of the RGB-LED and RGB-laser were selected so that their colors corre-
spond daylight. It is interesting to notice that the RGB-LED produces a slightly
better color discrimination than the standard D65 which represents daylight. In
subtractive color mixing reflectance spectra of the colored surfaces modulate il-
lumination spectrum producing different object colors. If the three peaks of the
RGB-LED are made narrower, resembling RGB-laser, the light reflected from
all possible surface color spectra results to an OCS that is identical in size and
shape with the one that is based on the additive mixtures of three peaks of the
illuminant. In such case the OCS has conical shape spreading upwards, towards
brighter colors, so it produces maximal color discrimination with bright colors.
In contrast, the continuous spectrum of the daylight is more capable for pro-
ducing darker colors than the spectrum of RGB-laser. So, an expected optimal
illumination spectrum producing the maximal color discrimination or volume of
the OCS should be an intermediate form of these two above-mentioned spectra,
including three distinct peaks and having enough light power with almost all
wavelengths.

Because the RGB-LED produces a better color discrimination than the stan-
dard D65, it was a good choice for initial spectrum of the optimization process.
Other chosen initial spectra were standard illuminants D65 and E. In addition to
380 nm, wavelengths 515 nm and 650 nm were also used as starting wavelengths
of the optimization processes to find out whether the starting wavelength effects
on the properties of the resulting spectra. Results are shown in Tab. 2. The use
of different starting wavelengths has only a small effect on the volume of the
OCS or the shape of the optimized spectrum.

The spectra optimized from the RGB-LED spectra produce generally the
largest volumes. So two spectra optimized from the RGB-LED with starting
wavelength 515 nm were chosen for representatives of the optimal illumination
spectra. These two versions were filtered using low-pass and median filtering to
reduce noise without noticeable effect to size of the volume or the color of the
light. The resulting spectra are shown in the Fig. 1. Despite the large differ-
ence between the shapes of the spectra, these two versions produce very simi-
lar color discrimination. The CIE (x,y)-chromaticity coordinates of the dashed
and dashed-dotted curves are (x=0.2970, y=0.3037) and (x=0.3016, y=0.3043)
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Table 2. The volumes of OCS for the different optimization processes. The best results
are bolded for each triplet of initial spectra.

Initial Optimization version
spectrum Ascending Descending

380 nm

D65 515047 515149
E 516520 516329

RGB-LED 517796 519036

515 nm

D65 515613 514469
E 518201 516331

RGB-LED 518090 519061

650 nm

D65 516463 514080
E 516620 517252

RGB-LED 517329 517408

respectively. In dashed curve, there is a tall and narrow peak in the far end of
the blue wavelength region. The peak contains substantial amount of the total
light power in the region where the sensitivity of the eye is weak. For this reason
energy-efficiency of such light source would be poor and in addition, substantial
amount of blue light can be potential risk for the human eye [11]. We confirm
the founding of Masuda and Nascimento[2], that light power around wavelengths
450 nm and 580 nm should be avoided for improved color discrimination.

The energy-efficiency can be doubled by combining the right side of the dashed
curve (λ > 600 nm) to the left side of the dashed-dotted curve with an appropri-
ate weighting, without significant diminution of color discrimination capability
or change of chromaticity (x=0.2991, y=0.3064). The luminous efficacy of ra-
diation for the combination spectrum is about 44% of the luminous efficacy of
radiation for the daylight.

Fig. 2 shows chromaticities of 8 Munsell samples plotted in (a∗99d, b
∗
99d)-plane

when they are illuminated with the optimized spectra or standard D65. These
8 Munsell samples are the same which are used for calculating the CRI. For the
optimized spectra the sample colors have spread in direction of a∗99d-axis but
compressed little in perpendicular direction when compared with the standard
D65 illuminant. Similar behavior concerns whole OCS. This results to larger
volume of the OCS but simultaneously to much lower CRI, because the locations
of the 8 Munsell samples are inevitably shifted. While it is easier to discriminate
colors under optimized illumination, colors also look different when compared to
how they look under daylight. The optimal spectra are compared to other light-
sources in Tab. 3, in which can be seen that the volumes of OCS for the optimized
spectra are about 11% - 13% larger than for the standard D65 illuminant.
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Fig. 1. Three versions of the optimized spectra. Red (dashed) curve is the result of
AV, blue (dashed-dotted) curve is the result DV. Black (solid) curve is combination of
these two spectra. The peak of the dashed curve is 0.1281 at the wavelength 396 nm.
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Fig. 2. Chromaticities of 8 Munsell samples in (a∗
99d, b

∗
99d)-plane. Crosses are values for

the standard D65 illuminant, squares for the AV, circles for the DV and diamonds for
the combination spectrum.
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Table 3. The volume of OCS and CRI calculated for five optimal illuminants. Values
of Thornton’s and Masuda’s spectra were read off graphs of their papers[5,2]. The
spectra introduced by Masuda et al. is too far from the Planckian locus for calculating
the CRI.

Illuminant Volume Relative (%) CRI

Thornton 437305 95% 81
Masuda et al. 462101 100% -
Ascending 516052 112% 15
Descending 517911 113% 16
Combination 512583 111% 24

4 Conclusions

We have optimized three versions of the daylight colored spectrum that maximize
the color discrimination or the volume of OCS in the uniform color space based
on the DIN99d color difference formula, which is more uniform than CIELAB
color space used in previous studies. The volumes of OCSs calculated for the
optimized spectra are about 11% - 13% larger than OCS calculated for the
standard D65 illuminant. The OCSs of the optimized spectra have elongated
shapes in the direction of the red-green-axis, but are slightly compressed in the
direction of the yellow-blue-axis. The expansion of the OCS results to low value
of CRI. One of the optimized spectra has high peak in the blue end of the
spectrum and the main part of the light power of the other spectrum is in the
red end of the spectrum, thus luminous efficacy of radiation can be significantly
improved by combining better halves of each spectra, without significant change
to chromaticity or color discrimination. The luminous efficacy of radiation for
the combination is 91 lm/W.
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